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IT departments entering an SCM upgrade are faced with many challenges that can delay a change project. 

With Panaya, organizations 

can easily scope a change, 

alleviate the challenges, 

and accelerate the project, 

all while reducing cost and 

minimizing risk with:

Organizations that want to stay relevant during this time of digital disruption must ensure their supply chain 
management systems offer real time, responsive and customer centric processes and analytics. For many SAP users 
this means upgrading both their ERP and SCM to the latest matching EHP version to take advantage of the new 
business innovation, functionality and performance gains that SAP has to offer.  

Unidentifiable timing and cost of project

Lack of business involvement and support

Disruptions and failures discovered too late or even post go-live

Inefficient monitoring practices for test progress and quality

Increased control and visibility with insights into what will break, 
how to fix it and what to test before the upgrade  

Greater efficiency with the cleansing of unused customer code

Simple onboarding with automatic migration of existing 
testing scenarios

Streamlined processes between testers with automatic updates 
and documentation of test run evidence

Panaya CloudQuality™ Suite for SAP SCM

Take Your SAP SCM to Real-Time in No Time with Zero Risk

Panaya Accelerates Change and Reduces Project Time

33% of Panaya customers with SCM 7 enhancements have already moved to the latest EHP.

Panaya analysis shows 60% of SAP customers perform EHP/SPS changes on their SCM annually. 

Gain full 
visbility to all 
your change 
projects.
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Leverage Panaya CloudQuality™ Suite with automated planning and 
execution of SCM upgrades.

Panaya Impact Analysis Panaya Test Center 

Panaya CloudQuality™ Suite is tailored to the SCM environment so that customers can 
better plan their SCM upgrade with impact analysis and testing capabilities.

Predicts the full impact of change, provides automated 
code corrections for errors detected, pinpoints precise 
test scope and more.

Reduces the numbers - more than 50% of project timelines and 
budget - spent around testing activities with a comprehensive, 
yet simple way to perform test cycles faster. 

Panaya address the challenges of testing to ensure  widespread adoption from both IT and key business users.

Upgrade your SAP SCM with:

Impact Analysis features:

Test Center features:

Identifies precise test scope 

Reports fixes before changes are made

Automatic code corrections suggested

Automatic migration of your existing test scenarios means easy on-boarding

Smart dashboard - down to the test step - brings increased control and visibility

Automatically generates detailed test scenarios while performing a test cycle

Automatically document test run evidence

Automatically pass the baton between testers and reduce idle time

Defect reporting allows developers to immediately start working on the solution

Specifically designed as an intuitive tool for both IT and business, enabling rapid and wide adoption

About Panaya | With Panaya, organizations reach ERP agility faster – with zero time to change, zero risk, and zero defects. 
Panaya CloudQuality™ Suite enables all types of SAP® and Oracle® EBS changes. Panaya CloudQuality™ Suite delivers 
insights that tell you what will break, how to fix it, and what to test, helping organizations manage the testing process 
and collaborate between IT and business during the entire release process. Since 2008, 1,600 companies in 62 countries, 
including a third of the Fortune 500, have been using Panaya CloudQuality™ Suite to achieve ERP agility. www.panaya.com

Reduce SCM Upgrade 
effort & risk by

with Zero Defects
50%


